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2..ABSTRACT

A burgeoning sociological llterature, 'pertaining to the effetts.f rapid
-'.community growth in the westernrU.S, has repeatedly as.fttltA4 that the "boom"

often accompanying energy development, results'in:Multifaceted -Social- -

disruptiob, a conclusion'which,has bedOiefeaSinglysubjeceed tocriticism:
`and scrutiny in recent years. 'Among the'limAatations.of the "social disruption"
hypotheses has been a tendency to assert the existence of social pathology as
a generalized community phenomenon. Such anapproach overlooks the possibility

Pthat success or failure at qopiug-with the changes and stress' which may accompany.
boom ,growth will vary substAnCially across distinct subl:"41.11ations Within a
given commuraty. This paper addresses this possibility.thwugh an.examinatiob
of perceived wellIbeing-anepexsOnal stress indi.Ltor'S among Various subpop-
ulations in two small, Western towns, one affected by a,subStantial boom
occurr'ng viatelerTr2deVe-1-0Vment and the other a 'stable community, isolated
from ch effects. Results indicate that important Variations occur between
subpopulations within each community. MoreeVer, personal stress ihdicatOrs
illustrate minimal differences between boom town and stable community subpop-
ulations, suggesting that boom town resident's appear to Cope fairly well and
consequently tend'notlto exhibit atypical levels of stress:



Introduction

'A growing literature pertaining to social disruptions and personal malaise,

in'western energy ,'.'boom townehas'emerged in'the .past decade. Initial observations

and get eralizations from that literature have been criticized.(e.g. Wilkinson

et al.,
a
19$2), giving rise to,etjually- critical rebuttals and C'ountercriticiSms

(eeg. Albrecht, 1982-; Finstetbusch, 1982; Freudenburg, 1982a; Gale, 1982; Gold, ,1982;

*rdock and ,Leistri,,1982).. .The resUlqng revisions and, uncertainties regarding
.

the predominant. theme of social distuption due to rapid population expansion in

predominantly rural .impact area's create a context in whicha need exists for

additidnal'research and conceptUal development (Wilkinson et ..982).

.

Among the shortcomings of the eXfsting research base is therelativelrl.imited

attention directed to newcomers in the community as opposed to assertions or

_analyses pettinent only to the aggregate population of growth-impacted places.
1

It is ften asSertedhat newcomers suffer disproportionately from adjustment

problems (Freudenburg, 1981), and are largely responsible for many 7of the commonly

noted boom town "problems" (Freudenburg, 1982b). Tiowever,the scant research which

has focused on newcomers has, with,.only limited exceptions'(e.g.l4assey and Lewis,

1979), not contrasted'specific-subsets both ne4omer and qdtimer populations
L.

.

e
,

within, boom towns, nob compared them with corresponding populations in non-boom

communities. As a result, there remains a critical .gap in the sociological

understanding of how and why certain iibpopulati6hg may exhibit the often presumed:

indicatArs of stess and dislocation Associated with boom town life. The degree

'to which- -other groups in the community may exp ience successful adaptation is

similarly uncertain. 4

The purpose 0). this papet is to ekpfore these are4of uncertainty. The

reSearch.ei,Amines several attitudinal,shd perceptual indicators-reflecting thV

degree to'which individuals experience personal well-being and individual

0
'In.order-to more carefully assess the general, " disruption" hypothesis

4

AC.



(Wilkinson'et ale, 1982), the research incorporates survey data collected in both

a ',/i_d%lyJ'ecognized,contempoary "boom town" in outhwestern Wyoming and a

., .

carefulty selected non-booni"codtrol" community in northeastern Utah Sampl.es

from each.cOmmunity Are fUrther disaggregated to differentiate between relative

"newcomers': and =re-established local residents. The analysis examines boom

town mobile .home park residents as a separate and possibly differentially

impacted populationassey and Lewis, .1979) . In addition, we consider a

clearly distfnct newcomer population cons' sting of residetit.s of compamy:-

.Operated bachelor quartOrs orA"man camps". Such cOnstruction worker housing7
. 4 ,

.

inarc becoming increasingly common in westernenergy developMent
.:- 1

i

1 .4,

area (Metz, 1980), and, house large numbers of workers who represent a potentially'
,

important component of the personal and collective""disruptiop" in enqrgy. boom

, towns.

_ .

Dur g the 1970s,energy develOpment!s in the western U.S. 'became a focus,

Background!

consid rahle controversy at local, regional and national levels (see Iittle,19,76;
. /

'
Cleytente and Krann10, 19-82)., Ode of-the emergent issues relatedt:oi-sUch deVeldp-

meats has revolved around /tike social effects of rapid develdpment'-induced

growth in the generally small, isolated,' rural communities-impacted by large-,

se.ale resource extraction acid cooverOun processes. Although such
.

are generally receptive to such projects/OnAthe bagis of pfesumod. employment and

economic growth benefit's (LiNktle and Lovejoy, 1979)', many local,residents as welj

as numerous"reseai.chers share a conviction.that possibl economic benefits may he

negated by fiscal distress, disruption of established ways of 51ire, and pathological' 1

social disorganization which presumably' accompany .rapid de'rel,opmOnt (see.Cold, 49.74;

'Freudenburg, 1982b; Little; 1976; Cortese. ,.1982; Cortese and Jones, 1977) Wilkinsons
. ,

-1kN

et al:J-1982). Rapid population,expansiot, inadequate or plarining1 ..



, V'
and limited capacities 'have presumably resulted not, only in over--

0

loaded pubiic0and-.private services and facilities but also inthe dissolution

,of social ties, personal stress, and social digorganization, giving rise to

.a broad range of "pathological" behaviors indicated by increasing rates of

crime, mental health problems, suicide, alcohol an?d drug abuse, and so forth

(aee, fTr example,_. Kohrs, 1974; Gilm6re and Duff, 1975; Little, 1976;;1977;

'Cortese, 1982, Cortese Freudenburg, 1976; 1978; 1979a; 1979b).

Unfoitely, tHeaCia'nti'fleildity of these now-common assertions about

deteriorpted personal well-being and individual stress and social mall(Se'it
0

,
4

boom towns haS been only. imperfectly e*lelished. Case studies have been the

prevailing research design, thus restrict the generalilability of observations.

. .

Moreover, many generalizationshave been Based upon poorly documented assertions

and weak enpi,Fical evidence (Wilkinson et aI., 1982), As Wilkinson and his

associates have noted, the largely descriptiie extant literapre\dealing with
,

social disruptiOn accompanying, rapid growth has prolzided only a first step in

6the auvelopMent .offia,scientific understanding, and must be expanded by

"deve]opIng precie,conceptu.al and analytiCal approaches" (1982: 275-76).'

. Although ,irp h aggregate t e existing boom townliterature has developed

withOut the guida e of well - specified: theoretical frameworks-or explicit hypotheses,
gn

a comPuon underlying supposition his liaen that rapid population growth resulting
. ,

from the inmigration of.i/workc't'and'their families will strain established'social
)

,

strUcturals .(Cortase, 1982). The inability of existing forms of social organization

to. cope with and accomodate.rapid growth is presumed to lead to the disintegration

Hof 'social and economic institution's and to ,a )deterioration in,the quality of life
.

o

----)
, ' .r

; .P-

i
.

r.
for all tesidentS.. The resulting "pathological social diso rganization is presumably.

reflected in a'host of social problem indicators (see Freudenburg, 1982b).
1..f,

Po
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Evidence in support of this set of suppositionshas een provided by ,a number

of researchers. In 'one of the most widely cited early studies, Gilmore and Duff

(1975) reported that rapid growth in Sweetwater County, Wyoming had overwhelmed

Dial facilities and resources: that crime-related complaints rose'60 percent in

one year, the mental oIioic,o caSeload. increased 900 percent over five
,

years, and problems of alcoholism, broken homes and Suicide reportedly increased

substantially,

Freudenburg has similarl reported increases in .the incidence of diverse social

problem indicators which outstripped'the rate of population growth in Craig,

(see Freudenburg, 1978; 1979a; 1979b; L982). For example, a doubling

of population over a two-year period was accompanied by a Aported 200 percent

increase in crime, u352 percent increase in family disturb'ance, a 1000 percent
.

increase in child behavior problems, a r.550 percent increase in alcohol-related

complaints, and a 1400 pereent increase in drug-related reports. Property crime

. 41(
increased by 222.percenthilekrime agairist persons increased 900 percent .

1 - -.(Freudenburg; 1978:5). -A more extended analysis indicated a "disproportionate
x;,

increase, in ,the.Rcal mental' health. center's boom-era' caseload" involving both

newcomers and oldti ers to the Cown "(Freudenburg, 1982a.: 548-349). Interestingly,

.

however,-/an assess the of aduAt residents' evhluations of the quality ,of life

--indicated few dtfferences between boom town)residents and residents of three.

:0 /
non-boom communitles.in thearee-Freudenburg, 1978). Moreover,-although high

schOol students in the boom town were far more-likely bhafi those-in theaon-boom
4

communities to evaluate' local changes negatively (Freudenburg, 1979a), elderly
,

individuals and women, -often snspeCted to be among the most negatively affected

-gronps_ in boom tpwns,,exhibited no sub)ectivesymptoms of declining personal weL17-

being (Freudenburg, 1979b; I981). This evidence sug'gestsboth a potential djsparity



between "objective" and "subjective" indicators, of boom town consequenCeS and a

need to disaggregate the localpopulation and analyze specific subpopulations

separately.

. In contrast to these andsimilar studies, other researchers have reported

that for at least some "social p'oblem" indicators any increAses have simply

paralleled the degree of population increase; with the pate of the specific

"disorganization" indicator remaining relatively constant. For example, Little

(1977) found that while absolute crime did increase along with population growth

in Page, Arizona during a period of energy development, the crime rate remained

essentially constant. Thompson (1979) reported that crime rates against property

in Wyoming counties increased disproportionately with respect to popUlat(zn

(

growth, but also found that, rates for crimes against persons, welfare demands

and divorce were not significantly related to population changes. Similarly,

ThompSon et al (1980:19) found that "rapid groW6h doeS not cause a signiPd.cantly

greater increase in rce rates than occurs in counties experiencing less

growth", Although these and s milar findings.must be interpreted carefully, they

do suggest that at ,1 ast some of the absolute increase in ( me boom town 1:disorgan-
,

ization" indicators may simply reflect an increased' number of individuals "at risk"
r

in;-the local population. Moregver, even an increase in Ole relative rates of such

a

indicators could reflect na ional trends whereby some soH-called "pathologies"

. .
become more evident in rural areas as a consequence of cultural diffusion from

6

Surban centers (see Fischer, 1980; Wilkinson et al, 1982)%

Clearly, the available .evidence provides inconsistent and inconclusive support

for,the notion that' residents of energy hooM communities experience social pathology

/and disruption,resulting in a state of knowledge characterized by uncertainty and

confusion. This dilemna is linked in part to broader theoretical uncertainties

,regarding the cons&luencesOf m0Aernization and urbanization for social rela'tions



o

and individual well-being. Traditional community sociology has assertedthat the

transformation from a traditionAl commurnleontext to more modern conditions

So thoroughly disrupts established. social networks, ways of life, and behavioral 4'

expectat-ions that a state of "anomie" results (see Maine; 1861; Toennies,:1887;

Durkheim, 1893), presumably accompanied by a deterioration of social integration

-and .personal and social disorganization.' S.3ch conditions may presumably foster

a sense of transiency, isolation, and inseeliriy, leading in turn to individual
.

stress; frustration, and alienation (see Fis her et al., 1977; Kasarda and

JAnowitz, 1974).

Similarly, theoretical perspectives pertaining to the effects of urbanization

.

have suggested that a shift toward more urban circumstances results in impersonal

. social relations\ weakened kinship and friendship ties, and a declining importance

oflocal neighborhood forms of association (Simmel, 1950; yirth, 1938). Such
.

.

chang have.longbeen7preumed to result in higher levels of individualization,
.

II1I

. .

,

social isolation, alienation, aid anomie. As,with the more general theorists

posit i an "eclipse of communtty" (Ste4ji; 1960), adherents to the traditiona1

theoriesrtAanism have postulated that the consequcAlces of these conditions

include a less integrated society, greater levels of social pathology such asI_
crime, suicide, and mental illness, and in general social disorganization (Bender, 1978).

In contrast to thee traditional perspectives, numerous studies have suggested

that such assertions may be inapropviate (e.g. Webb, 1978; Webb and Collette, 1977;

Suttles, 1972; Kasarda and JanowitZ, h974; Hunter, 1974, 1978; Srole, 1972, 1977;

Fischer, 1976). As Bender (1975) has observed, this theoretical tradition reflects

,a Strong conservative bias, a nostalgic but inaccurate interpretation of historical.

community conditions, and, an iLmplete conceptualization which ignores elementS

included to the sem-,Laal works,of Toennies and other kev theorists. Nevertheless,

1.,



some of the assessments of social problems in rapid groWth 'boom " - communities

noted above appear more supportive of such traditional orientations, suggesting

a need for further examination of both theoretical and empirical evidence.

If any single conclusion may be drawn from the. preceding discussion it is

that a great deal of uncertainty pervades our understanding of community

change and the effects of rapid. growth on local social structures and,personal

'integration and well - being. The research reported here represents an attempt
. . /

to address some important unknowns regarding responses and adaptations among.

persons differentially affected by the kinds.of community: cinge which tend to

be associated with energy development. In so doing, we hope both to contribute.

to scientific knowledgq and to provide insigfhts which may be applied.in.future

attempts to anticipate and address some of the questions raised regarding. actual

or proposed energy development projects.

4 The Study

The analysis reported here derives from a.larger project focused upon energy

development and its various effects on)iocial relations In small, nonmetropolitnn

comtunities in Utah and Wyoming. The present analysisfocuses upon only two of

these comunities, one a widely recognized energy "boom town"., the other a

rtatively stable "control" commnity.

Evanston, Wyoming, located In the extreme' southwestern corner of the state;',

has experienced dramatic populn tnerenses commencing about 1977 as a result

of a rapid expansion of oil and natural gas exploration, extraction, and prdcessing

developments in the surrounding "Overthrust Belt". With n population In L976 of

4,462-, Evanston remained, until the fate 1970s, a relatively isolaCed small

town which, desptle modest Popnlatton flUctuations, maintatned a relatively stable



atld predominantly Mormon population base Torspveral decades. By.19$0, hOwever,

,the population had increased to 6,421.(U.S. Bureau 'of the Census, 1982) , a. figure'

which should he viewed as a low estimate since rapid population'turnover

and a snbstantiril population of roadside campers and "tent city" residents had

appeared in the area by 1980.. By 1982 available estimates placed the municipal

population at over 11,000 (S. Snyder, personal communication), along with a

subantiai additional number of recent inmigrants residing in immediately

/adjacent unincorporat6d areas surrounding the town.
'

, T)
.

In contrast to Evapston's rapid growth, Tremonton, Utah has maintained a

-".

sustained but modest rate of population increase since 1940. The size of.the

population in 1970 was 2,794; by 1980 the population had increased,by 24 percent,

to 3,464, a rate of growth substantially below the statewide increase of 37.9

percent (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982). in many ways Tremonton resembles pre-

Evadston in'being a relatively small, fatrly isolated agricultural service

center in a nonmetropolitan county, and like Evanston is located along a major

IntersLate highway.

Data pertaininr, to a wide range of attitudinal and perceptual indicators

were collected via self-completed questionnaires in a two-stage 'collection process.
txroakciaxv% 50-04544"

In June and July of 1982 survey quest-tunTUTTres were haqd-delivered 9\193 households

in Evanston (95 conventioral houses and 98.mobile homes, an allocation which
.

.approximats Lhe proport ion (*)1- housing unit Lyp:; in Evanston), and Lo 100 households

In Tremonton. At each household response was requested from the self -designaLed.

hous;.hold head (or, if tninVa 1.alac, f rpm another adult.' member Of the irouseho Id.", and

arrnp,emnt!-; wort,inado to return two-days later Lo pick up the completed questionnaire.ti
These steps along with repeat calls where' necessary resulted ln-the retnrn of

72 oomPloted questIonaires from chnentional homes in EvanSton (75.8 percent response),

68 from mobile homes in Evanston (69.4 percent response), and 85 households in

1



Tremonton (85 percent response).
.

1

A similar survey instrument was administered in Se4tember, 1982 to a representat ive

energyenergy industry workers residing in two "mancamps" Or "workcampS7 1.49

bo- th operated by a contractor involved in

'thd construction of one of several major gas processing facilities being built.
I

in the.area. This type of construetton worker housing is becoming increasingly

common as a mechanism to mitigate housintg shbrtages. Moreovdr;iboth journalistic

accounts (Widener, 19.82) and our own ethnographic observations among town residents

suggested percept-18ns of dissatiqaction and .personal disarray within the workcamp

setting, indicatih a need for more carefulAind Systematic analysis. A total

tt ro-avio...5amIAA0C
'of 640 questionnaires were distributed to residents of the workcamps via. on-site.

/
mailboxes, with instructions for returning completed questionnaires to a Centrally-

. .

located collection box. Unfortunately, over 100 questionnaires had not been.

picked up after two weeks, andultimately only 72 'completed questionnaires-were

returned. This disappointing 11.4 percent response rate precludes generallization,

since those who responded may not he representative of the overall camp. population.

Nevertheless, these data represent ,the best available indiators.oattitudeS-

:and perceptions among the camp residents, and for exfOratory.purpo.ses allow corm-

(

parisons with the Evanston and Tremonton community samples.

Findinu,s,

. .

Fef this report, respondents have been divided into : ;ix groups, representing

N

four fairly distinct living arrangements6s toted, earlier, the Evanston residential

sample was d iv ided into the mob Ile. home honseho hip, -(virtual ly an of which are
--pl

comprised of 'recelt hnnIgrants to t.Iu area) and permanent.orconvenLional household'

,-,units. The latter subsample was' further differentiated by Lhe'respondet.

length of residence in Evanston: those having resided In E m anston for five .years

12



or less are labelled "newcomers", while those having'lived there for more than

fiv years are labelled "oldtimers".. The 'same length of gsidence distinction

as made':for responaents living in the control. cOmmunity of Tremonton. The

sixth residena wal category includes workcamp' respondents.

Sociodemographic Characteristics of Respondents

Table 1 provides information on a number of sOcial# economic, and demographic0.*
characteristics of the six groups which, in light. 'Of manuscript length concerns,

.,will be discussed only briefly. Not unexpectedly, the .workcamp residents appear

to be the most mobile, reporting the highest average number of communities' lived'

in :since age 17 (6.2), the highest average number of fulltithe jobs in the

past ten years (5.1), and the btidfesttenureuith their current emplOyer::

1/2,

Oldtimers in both communities evidenced the least residential:and occupational
-=,:

mobility,

The family status of respondents in the various groups differs substantia

= .

The average number Of children reportedby ,workcamp respondents was 1.78; in

contrast with the much higher. averaget (2.89Ae. 3.18) among oldtimers the

two communities. There are also substantial diffetences betWeen the workcamp

sample and all other groupS with respect to current marital status'and divorce

/
experience. Almost' 41 percent.of the workcamp respondents have been divorced'

at least once, and thirtyone percent are either currently separated.or divorced,

far exceeding levels'reported among the othergroups In addition, 27:percent

of the workcamp respondents h d'nevet-been married.' These. differences reflect in

part the fact thht 62 percent of the Evanston oldtimers and 86 percent of the

Tremonton oldtimers are-members of the LOS-(Mormon) church, which'actively encourages

marriage and large family' size;



.4

. .

Other socio-demographic chalracteristicS which further differentiate the

separate groups may' also haVe important implications fof any conclusions derived

from this analysis. As indicated in Table 1, the sexcompositions,of the respondent.

grOUps-vary substantially, as do age tlistributions. In addition, data on educational

background and income levels suggest that the workcamp and Evanston mobile-home

.

and newcomer groups,are,',as would be expected (see Massel977)1crelaeivelyinewcomer

well trained and tend to earn higher incomes than do long-term residents oY.
4111P

/7Evanston or residents of Tremonton.

Perceived Well-Being

t'b 0
In order to tap several dimensions of personal happineSs and. Well-being, we

1 .

have examined responses,,to four questions which reflect:, (1) perceived personal
.

safety from crime and violence; (2) the extent of agreeement with the statement

"the longer I live here the more. I feel at home"; (3) satisfacti64 with friendship

ties; and (4) satisfaction with ways in which.spare time is spent. FreqUency

distributions and summary statistics for responses to these items across the six
,/

respondit groups are reported in Table 2.

Turning''first to responses to the question on perceived personal safety, the

data in Table 2 indicate highest levels of concern for personal safety among the

longer -term Evanston residents, with about 35'/:percent of these "oldtimers"

selecting one of the four "most unsafe" response categories on the original

11-point scale. Overall, response patterns for'all of the Evanston subsamples.s.

appear to reflect greater concern for their personal'safety than either the

oldtimers or relative newcomers in the control corrunity of Tremonton.

To enhance such. a comparison of response patterns across the six subsamplus,

we Calculated Lleherson's index of net.difference (ND
xy
), a summary measure

applicable to group comparisons of frequency..distributJons for ordinal measures

1.4

4



(seeLeiberson, 1975). With a range betweensand 1-1, this index reflects the

probability that on.a gwen variable a randomly chosen case from group exceed t

value of that variable fora randomly chosen case from group "y". Looking at

Table 3, we find that calculation of the index of,net difference does highlight

certain group differences not immediately apparent when examining frequency

"distributions. For example,,the Evanston trailer park residents are somewhat

more likely to feel unsafe than are the workcamp respondents (ND=.232) or the

Evanston city newcomer respondents (ND=.209), and feel substantially more unsafe

than do Tremonton newcomers (ND=.443) or Tremonton oldtimers (ND=.442). Residents

of the workcamps and Evanston "newcomers" feel more safe than do "oldtimer"

residents of Evanston (ND= -.273 and -.270, respeCtively)- Both "newcomers" and

"oldtimers" in Evanston.feel less safe than do newcomers and oldtimers in the

control community.

Turning next'to k.hquestion asking whether respondents felt "at home",

the frequency distributions in Table 2 indicate that the majority of respondents'

in all but the workcamp group expressed agreement that they did in fact "feel

at home" in their present residential setting. Somewhat surprisingly, the

"newcomers" to Evanston expressed levels of agreement roughly equivalent to those

.
expressed by Evanston "oldtimers", unlike the respondents from Tremonton where

oldtimers were substantially more likely to report strong agreement with the-'

statement. This disparity may indicate a sense of dislocation among long-term

Evanston residents, who have witnessed the dramatic transformation of their town

as a result of the energy boom. Not surprisingly, both Evanston trailer park and

workcamp respondents expressed substntially less agreement with the statement,

undoubtahl.y reflecting the transiency and short-term residence patterns ich

characterize both of these groups.



These differences are again highlighted by examia4g the indices of net

difference reported in Table 3. Evanston trailtr park respondents were significantly
o

more likely to report disagreement, with the "fedi at home" statement than were

Evanston newcomers (ND=.360), Evanston oldtimers (ND=.335), Tremontbn newcomers

(ND=.395), or especially Tremonton oldtimers (ND= :616). A similar pattern/

emerges when comparing the responses of workcamp respondents to these other

ti
groups. One patticularly interesting observation is that whileresponses

of Evanston newcdmers to this item were essentially not different from those o

Evanston oldtimers (ND=-.018), the newcomers to Tremonton felt less "at home"

than aid oldtimers in that community(ND=.335).. One possible interpr'etation

of this findingu s that under conditions of stability, newcomers to a small

town may encounter a "closed community" in whid.h acceptance into and access to

the established Social structure may be quite difficult, while newcomers to a

boomtown encounter a more "open" community in which numerous Alvergent opportunities
2

for acceptance and access to participation may exist.

Considering next "satisfaction with friendships" as a third index of personal

well-being, the frequency distributions repOrted in Table 2 reflect (61Y modest

cross-group differences, although the "oldtimers"-:An Tremonton appear more satisfied

than any other group. Indices of net difference reported in Table 3 reinforce .

this observation. Only two of the coefficients are of a magnitude which -is

statistically significant using Ahventional probability criteria, and these

indicate that Tremonton oldtimers are more satisfied with their friendship ties

than are either Evanston newcomers (ND=.219) or Evanston oldtimers (ND=.220).

A final measure used here to reflect personal wellIbeing was a question

pertaining to respondents' satisfaction with ways in which they spend their spare

time. An:examination of the frequency distributions in Table 2 indicates only

modest cross-group differences, with residents of the Evanston trailer parks

16



appearing to express the .greatest dissatfsfadtion with spate time activates and

workcamp residents expressing slightly greater satisfaction than other groupS.
;

Turning again to Table 3, the indices of net difference for this set of

comparisons indiCate that only two differences are significant: Evanston

trailer park residents were slightly more likely to report relative dissatsifaction

than were either workcamp residents (ND=.199) or Tremonton oldtimers 4ND=.236).

Personal Stress

Among the most frequently observed social consequences of boom towns is

increased perSonal stress, a consequence asserted to affect -long -term residents

and newcomers:aliko (see. Freudenbu g et al., 1982; Lantz and. IIKcown, 1977),.

To assess.tg'e preSence of persona. Stresnd its variability among the groups
.

examined here, we adopted t o complementary appfroaches to the measuremWf\of

individual, stress. First, asktki a very ..straightforward question, ."HoW

much stress and `train is there in your everN(day: life?"! Such an item has

been found to Trovide a \good summarizing measure of personal_ stress (Hagadorn

apd Webb, 19785, and also provides insight into the respondent's self-Terception

of hisor her experience withstress.

In addition, 'we incorporated -a set of fourteen likert-type "symptomatic"

J.

indicators Of psychological. impairment taken' from a larger set of questionnaire
o

items derived fr-dm the works of Langer. (1962) and Gurin et., al. (1960) which have

been used widely in prior t'esearch On stress;and psx&hological impairment. These

fotirteen items were combined into-fin'additive "stress jndex" with a range from

14 (very high stress) to 56 (4ry low stress)/ For this index item-to-total
r

to ' ,

correlnt ions ranged between .418 and ,.719, and the alpha. reliability coefficient

was, . 896 , indicat ive- of the
, substantial un id imensional ity of the, composite measure.

. .

.
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Considering first the single item pertaining,to petceived "elieryday" siress,

the frequency distributions reported in Table 4 suggest that the "newcomer"

,group in traditional hOUsing in Evanston felt the greatest personar stress

levels, and that "oldtimers".in TremontLb perceived the least. Turning to

Table 5, calculation'of the index of net difference indicated that workcamp

respondents perceived less Personal st ess than, Evanston newcomers (ND=.242),

and that Evanston newcomers perceiVed significantly more personal stress than

did either Evanston oldtimers (ND= -.288) or Tremonton oldtimers (ND= -.301),

All other observed differences betwen groups were not statistically significant.

Turning finally.to the multiple-item 'symptomatic indeX of psychological.

stress, the data.reported in Table 4 for collapsed response categories again .

appear to reflect only modest differences across the six groups LnsideFed here, .(s

with the residents of Evanston trailer parks and newcomers in Tremonton appeating

to exhibit slightly higher stress levels:. However, an examination of the indices

of net difference in Table 5 indicates that Only the Tremonton newcomers

exhibited response patterns (on the collapsed index) which are indicative

.

of significantly higher levels of stress than thoSe measured among the other
, .

groups. This interpretation is reflected by the comparisbn of the Tremonton

newcomers with workcamp respOndents (NO = .323), Evanston newcomers (ND =.341);
)qc

yx .

Evanston oldtimers (ND =.330), and Tremonton Oldtimers (NA.,=-.214, a sign reversal
yx xy

which reflects only the use of the newcomers as "x "'and oldtimers as 1!)," in that

comparison). Interestingly, these results provide no 'evidence of higher stress

.

levels among any of the Evanston groups in comparison with respondents frbm. the

non-boom tW&ETlemonton.

18
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Discussion

the basis of these findingS severaliobsdrvations can be- made., First

any assertions about reduced wellbeing and increased stress amongtl.boomeown

residents must be 'qualified by a reeotnition suchch effects may be observed..

among only some-boom town s 1-staLlins. For'instance, while trailer park
,

respondents, conventionallyloused "oldtimers" in Evanston

generally reported significantly greater concern "-for personal safety than did,

either of the TreMonton groups, that difference was not apparent when considering
,,

respondents from the Evanston'workcamps. .Mthough this Observation may largely

reflect the unique age/sex composition of the workcamii group, it nevertheless1

4

denotes a need to examine such groUp.differences carefully before making broad

14-

assertions about human impacts in boomtoWms.

Similarly, the fact that Evanston newcomers living ii\conventional housing

are substantially more likely to "feel at hothe.than their trailer park counterparts,

and essentially as "at home" as local oldtimers:indicates the potential importance

of residential segregation-of bbomtown newcomers in mobile home parks as 'a

factor which may'impede their sense of acceptance and belonging'in the broader

local community :(4ee. Massey and Lewis, 1979).

Second,,the evidence, 'reported here fails to provide strong and consistent

-k .

/,'support for the "boomtown disruption" hypothesis. Although for the most'OS:rt
0.

respondents in the various Evanston groups were More concerned about theirpersona1

safety and felt less "at.home" than respondents from'the control community, such.

differences were neither universally appareAt nor especially strong, especially

when compared to responses of the Tremonton newcomers. When considering questions

directed to friendship_ satisfaction, satisfaction with spare time activities, and

19



,k00 stress indicators, any differences between the boomtown groups and respondents

1-
',;;,from the-control community "become even less evident, or, -in the case of the

, index of .psychological stress, reflect greater."impairMenr" in the control

. community irather than in one or moreof the.bdom town groups..

Third, the frequent assertion thatf boomtown newcomers 'are disproportionately

prone to personal malaise must also be, questioned in light of the findings

reported here. For instance, longerterm Evanston residents reported greater

concern about personal safety than any of the three "newcomer" groups, although

all felt,Iass safe than residents of the'control community. Evanston trailer

park',residents and workcamp respondents Aid report feeling less "at home"
. .

than Evanston oldtimers, but Evanston "newcomers" In conventional housing were

no less likely than oldtimers to repOrt feeling.at home: Evanston oldtimers

were no more likely than. any of the. newcomer groups to express satisfaction with

their friendships,,and.were also not as d'group.significantlymore satisfied

with their'spare time activities, in terms.of the stress measures, only one

af the threttpanstori newcomer groups WI ."newcomers" in conventional housing)

exhibited a significantly higher probability of a response reflecting perceived

everyday stress, and none of the Evanston newcomer groups exhibited a tendency

toward greater stress as measured by the multiple item psychologia4.1 impairment

index.

Obviously.sucli observations cannot resolve. the continuing de5ate over he

validity of the boomtown disruption hypothesis. Although the measures considered

here reflect some of the areas of presumed social and psychological impact in

energy boomtowns, numerous additional human impact dimensiOns must be examined

to fully assess the costs and benefits. of rapid growth accompanying some western

energy development projects. Comparisons involving different types of energy

2a1



development ,communities are needed, as are longitudinal assessments. Nevertheless,

both by its failure to find evidence which consistently supports the disruption

hypothesis and by denoting the, potential,.importance of variations which may

distinguish some sub-groups in terms of their ability to successfully adapt

tmboom town conditions, this effort has hopefully provided an additional

building block which will strengthen the foundation of future. research in the

area.



FOOTNOTES

``-

ay

1These and similar reports Of dramatic Proportionate increases in such indicators
Must be viewed. with caution, since either low initial levels'or changed reporting
practices may grossly overexaggerate the actual amount of change, a caution
rioted by Preudenburg in his more recent work (e.g. Freudenburz, 1982b).
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Tahle 5. Indices of nut 'difference for indicators of yFrsohal Stress.

Stress andr strain in
everyday life

City of City'of
Evanston Evanston. Tremonton Tremonton

Workeamps Newcomers Old timers .Newcomers 0Adtimets

1;.vanston trailers -.063 ..177 -.096 -.014 -.119

P7.497 P=.124 p=.386. p=.916 p=.228

Morkcamp.s .24'2.' 7.032 .050' -.957 3

f)=7.Q33. p =.761 p=.689 p=-.-559

Evanston newcomers ..
r.

-.2,88 -.206 -.301
... 11,-..025 p=..149 1)=-011

:Evanston oLdttmers
. .

-.089
V I
p=.517

-.026 .

p=:.829

1TeMonLorl newcomers =.109
p=.401

(Four category: 1-};rat dual, 2-moderate
3=slight, 4=virtually-.none)

s chological stress index
.

Evanston trailers .

Workeamilz,\

Evanston newcomerS

Evanston oldLiMers-

TruMonton newcomers

k

-:058
=-p19.3

-.082
p=.520

-.024Q

P'.771,

-

p=.438

;004

T=,92,6

Al2
v.979

,.053' 27I

p'=.107

.323

p=.003

.234.1
p,...071

330

p=.020-

1_0471)=.817

.k04

p=.40.9

.127
p'..640

.101

p=.511

-.214
p=.053

(Composite index: 14=vcry high strt.,.S's,

56=vety low stress)
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